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INTRODUCTION
Many natural surfaces have directional liquid wetting and transportation properties, which allow cactuses (1) and spider silk (2) to collect
fresh water from fog, and birds to shed water droplets off their feathers
(3). On artificial surfaces, dynamic manipulation of droplets in a directional manner enables intelligent fluidic devices that hold diverse
applications, including heat management (4), ink-jet printing (5), fluid
diode (6, 7), water harvesting (8, 9), emulsion separation (10), and microanalysis (11–13). Asymmetric chemical modification (4, 14–16)
and geometrical patterning (17–19) are two general strategies for anisotropic liquid manipulation and even enable self-transportation of
water droplets, which is highly useful for exploiting power-free fluidic
devices that can operate in the absence of external energy input. Although significant advancements have been achieved for water droplet
self-transportation (14–19), self-transportation of oils and other liquids with lower surface tensions remains a major challenge. Chemically patterned surfaces formed through the reactive formation of a
molecular gradient usually show very limited contact angle difference
at the front and back edges of oil droplets because of their much lower
surface tension compared to water, resulting in insufficient driving
force to overcome the hysteresis effect. On the other hand, oils usually
tend to impregnate the texture on surfaces patterned with a geometrical
gradient, making self-transportation infeasible. Lorenceau and Quéré
(20) reported self-movement of oil droplets impaled on conical copper
wires. However, because the copper wires were oleophilic, the droplet
was in fact moving on an oil film, which means continuous loss of
liquid during transport. Although Sumino and co-workers (21) demonstrated oil droplet self-running on a surface, the whole process
involved continuous desorption and re-adsorption of surfactants
and contamination of the oil droplet itself. Moreover, this droplet
self-running occurred in the submerged oil-water system, which limits
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its applicability. Here, we report the self-transportation of oil droplets in ambient air on highly oleophobic, microtextured surfaces. In
addition, we identify three distinct modes of droplet motion on the
fabricated surfaces and explain through modeling the underlying
mechanism. We further reveal how to optimize oil self-transportation
capability through tuning the texture parameters.

RESULTS
Our surfaces have two essential structural features: radial arrays of microstripes and undercut profiles of each individual stripe (Fig. 1). The
undercut structure plays a key role in supporting a low surface energy
liquid such as oil and preventing it from wetting the texture (22, 23).
When an oil droplet is deposited on such surfaces, the solid-liquid-air
contact line moves downward along the thin sidewall and stops at the
lower edge of the undercut part (Fig. 1C) from where it provides an
upward suspension force. Unlike microstripes with vertical walls,
which can only support liquid with intrinsic contact angles q0 above
90°—this causes oil droplet transportation failure because no existing
surfaces allow q0 > 90° with common oils (22, 24, 25)—the undercut
structure in principle could provide a suspension force for any liquid
with nonzero q0. Because the suspension force is quantified to be
glsinq0 (g is the liquid surface tension and l is the solid-liquid-air contact line length), we further coated the textured surfaces with fluoropolymer to increase q0 and maximize the suspension force to oil
droplets. The undercut structure, together with fluoropolymer coating,
can thus help achieve a robust Cassie-Baxter wetting mode (26) for
oil droplets on the textured surface, enabling an air cushion in between to prevent oil from entering the texture. On the other hand,
the radially arrayed geometry of microstripes creates a continuously
decreasing air-liquid contact fraction (f2) toward the center of the pattern
for a Cassie-Baxter droplet (Fig. 1B), which, consequently, induces a continuous inward wettability gradient to drive droplet self-transportation
because the apparent Cassie-Baxter contact angle increases with the
air-liquid fraction (19, 26). Moreover, unlike a discrete post or stripe
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Directional liquid transportation is important for a variety of biological processes and technical applications.
Although surface engineering through asymmetric chemical modification or geometrical patterning facilitates
effective liquid manipulation and enables water droplet self-transportation on synthetic surfaces, self-transportation
of oil droplets poses a major challenge because of their low surface tension. We report oil droplet self-transportation on oleophobic surfaces that are microtextured with radial arrays of undercut stripes. More significantly, we
observe three modes of oil motion on various sample surfaces, namely, inward transportation, pinned, and outward
spreading, which can be switched by the structure parameters, including stripe intersection angle and width.
Accompanying theoretical modeling provides an in-depth mechanistic understanding of the structure–droplet
motion relationship. Finally, we reveal how to optimize the texture parameters to maximize oil droplet selftransportation capability and demonstrate spontaneous droplet movement for liquids down to a surface tension of 22.4 mN/m. The surfaces presented here open up new avenues for power-free liquid transportation and
oil contamination self-removal applications in various analytical and fluidic devices.
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Fig. 1. Pattern design. (A) Schematic of the radially arrayed undercut microstripes for oil droplet self-transportation. (B) Radially continuously
decreasing air-liquid contact fraction (f2) creates an inward surface energy gradient. (C) Undercut structure with fluoropolymer coating maximizes
upward suspension force for oil droplets, preventing penetration of oil into the texture.
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stability of the fluoropolymer coating, and we were able to use them for
oil self-transport even after 10 months of storage under ambient
conditions with no loss of performance.
In the blue regime of Fig. 3 (A3, B2, and C2), when the oil droplet is
just touching the surface, it adopts a slightly asymmetric drop profile because of the inward wettability gradient. After the droplet is completely
released, the relaxation of the droplet produces a slight inward
displacement, but it immediately becomes pinned on the surface (see
B2 in Fig. 3B). In the red regime of Fig. 3 (samples A1, A2, B1, and C1),
an oil droplet readily spreads on the surface, and notably, the spreading
direction is toward outside rather than inside (see A1 in Fig. 3B), indicating
a motion mode in interesting contrast to that in the green regime.

DISCUSSION
To understand the above oil droplet motion behaviors, we calculated
the contact angle q of oil on the patterned surfaces according to the
Cassie-Baxter model (26, 29)
cosq ¼ r f f 1 cosq0  f 2 ¼ r f f 1 cosq0  ð1  f 1 Þ

ð1Þ

where f1 is the area fraction of the projected solid-liquid interface, rf is
the effective roughness of the wetted solid-liquid interface area (that is,
the ratio of wetted area and its projection area), and q0 is the contact
angle on a planar surface with identical surface chemistry to the
structured surface. In our experiments, the oil contact angle on a flat
surface with a TiO2 layer and a fluoropolymer coating is 55° (fig. S2).
Because q0 is less than 90°, the solid-oil-air contact line stops at the
lower edge of the sidewall (Fig. 1C). In such a configuration, f1 is R/L,
and rf f1 is calculated to be R/L + 2h/FL. The apparent contact angle q
is thus determined: cosq = (R/L + 2h/FL)cosq0 − (1 − R/L), where R ≤
L ≤ 4 mm. Because R = D/F, we can get
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Function curves showing the relationship between q and L are plotted in
Fig. 4A, which can be classified into three groups (indicated by different
colors), corresponding to three types of droplet behaviors. The surfaces
in the green group (A4, A5, B3, B4, and C5) show relatively lower contact angles than the other two groups of samples, and more importantly,
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design (17, 18), our radial pattern allows continuous solid-liquid-air
contact lines for inward droplet transportation, thus minimizing the
hysteresis effect, which is the major obstacle for droplet motion.
Therefore, oil droplets placed on the surface can move directionally
toward the center of the pattern.
According to the above design requirements, we systematically
prepared a series of surfaces composed of radially arrayed undercut
microstripes (see Materials and Methods and fig. S1 for fabrication
details). As shown in Fig. 2A, 12 samples with a stripe width D ranging
from 7 to 17 mm, intersection angles F from 0.3125° to 5°, an undercut
thickness h of ~0.5 mm, and a pattern radius of 4 mm are fabricated (see
table S1 for detailed geometrical parameters). These samples are denoted as A1 to A5, B1 to B4, and C1 to C3, depending on the texture
parameters D and F. Figure 2 (B to E) shows the structural details of
pattern A4. The radial array of microstripes and the undercut crosssectional profile of an individual stripe can be clearly observed. The thin
undercut thickness minimizes the liquid-solid contact on the undercut
sidewalls, which can improve the oleophobicity of the samples and reduce hysteresis resistance against droplet motion. The top surface and
the thin undercut sidewalls have similar surface morphology, which exhibit nanoscale roughness due to TiO2 coating (fig. S2) but have a flat
appearance at the microscale, whereas the trough between two
neighboring stripes exhibits highly rough topography.
Oil droplet transportation behaviors were evaluated by using
hexadecane droplets (surface tension g ~27.5 mN/m) as the model
liquid, which were released onto the patterns 2.6 mm away from
the center. Significantly, we observed three distinct modes of oil
droplet motion on the prepared surfaces, and the results are summarized in different regimes in Fig. 3A. Typical time-lapse images
of the three types of droplet behaviors are shown in Fig. 3B and movie
S1. In the green regime of Fig. 3 (samples A4, A5, B3, B4, and C3), the oil
droplet can move spontaneously from the outer area to the center (see
A4 in Fig. 3B). No residual liquid film visible to the naked eye was left
behind the droplet because of the Cassie-Baxter oleophobic state of the
surfaces, although a thorough examination using a high-magnification
optical microscope showed that a small amount of residual liquid remained nearby the pattern center (see fig. S3 and associated discussion),
similar to what was observed on superomniphobic surfaces after droplet
sliding or evaporation (27). Note that the oil droplet self-transportation
demonstrated here is different from a previous report of oil transportation on azobenzene surfaces (28), which required light stimulation to
drive liquid motion, whereas our surfaces enable spontaneous droplet
motion without external energy input. The energy of the droplet motion
comes from the excess free energy of adhesion released during its motion on the patterned surfaces caused by the gradient oil-air contact faction. The prepared surfaces have a long shelf life due to good chemical
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these surfaces have steeper wettability gradients than the other two
groups at the outer area of the patterns (2 mm < L < 4 mm). On the basis
of an interfacial free energy argument, the driving force for droplet
motion on gradient surfaces scales as Fd = −pr2gd(cos q)/dL, where r
is the base radius of the droplet (30). Thus, −d(cos q)/dL can be used
as a characteristic parameter to evaluate the driving force of different
surfaces. On the patterned area, we can get



dðcosqÞ Dð1 þ cosq0 Þ þ 2hcosq0
¼
dL
L2 F

ð3Þ

The −d(cos q)/dL versus L curves of different patterns are plotted in Fig.
4B. The green group of samples exhibits the largest −d(cos q)/dL, which
thus provides sufficient driving force to overcome the hysteresis effect.
This explains why only the green group can initiate the inward self-motion
of oil droplets. Moreover, the relatively small contact angles on the green
group of samples give a larger base radius r for droplets, which also benefits droplet motion because the driving force Fd º r2, whereas the hysteresis force Fh º r (31). It is worth mentioning that the liquid transport
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Fig. 3. Three modes of oil droplet motion on different patterns. (A) Regime diagram showing three types of oil droplet behaviors depending on
pattern parameters. In the green regime, oil droplets move spontaneously
toward the center. In the blue regime, oil droplets remain pinned after being
released. In the red regime, oil droplets exhibit outward spreading. The test
liquid is hexadecane and the droplet volume is fixed at 1 ml. (B) Time-lapse
images illustrating the three modes of oil droplet motion.

is limited to the radial length of the stripes, and meanwhile, the stripes
cannot be too long such that the droplet size is well above the maximum
separation between two neighboring stripes. For the blue group of samples in Fig. 4, the less steep wettability gradient is insufficient to drive the
motion of oil droplets, which thus remain pinned on the surfaces.
For the red group of samples in Fig. 4 (A1, A2, B1, and C1), the upward suspension force provided by the undercut structure turns out to
be insufficient for creating a robust solid-air composite interface to
support oil droplets, and consequently, the oil droplets readily undergo
a transition to the Wenzel state (32); that is, the liquid penetrates the
texture. The breakthrough pressure Pc for oil to penetrate the texture
can be quantified as
Pc ¼

2gsinq0
LF  D

ð4Þ

Tuteja et al. proposed that Pref = 2g/lcap can be used to estimate the minimum pressure of a droplet
on a highly hydrophobic/oleophobic
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃexerted
ﬃ
surface, wherelcap ¼ g=rg is the capillary length of the liquid (~1.9 mm
for hexadecane) (22, 33). Hence, we can use Pc/Pref as a dimensionless
parameter to evaluate the robustness of different patterns to support
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Fig. 2. The fabricated patterns composed of radially arrayed undercut microstripes. (A) Photographs of 12 samples with systematically
varied parameters. Inset: Schematic illustration of the two neighboring
stripes with the undercut structure. D is the stripe width, F is the intersection angle between two neighboring stripes, R is the radius of the central
circle formed by intersection of the stripes, h is the undercut thickness,
and L is the distance to the center. (B to E) Structure details of a typical A4
sample. (C) Scanning electron microscope (SEM) image near the center
shows radially arrayed microstripes. (D) Magnified image of the radial
stripes far from the center. (E) Cross-sectional view of an individual stripe
reveals the undercut profile. The stripe was locally removed by focused
ion beam (FIB) milling to expose the cross-sectional morphology.
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Fig. 4. Mechanistic understanding. (A to C) Calculated oil contact angle q
(A), wettability gradient − d(cos q)/dL (B), and breakthrough pressure Pc/Pref
(C) curves as functions of L on the 12 patterned surfaces. Different curve
colors correspond to the three modes of droplet motion. The red curves
in (A) are shown in dashed lines because oil droplets tend to collapse into
the Wenzel state in this regime.

Cassie state oil droplets. The red group of samples is located at the bottom right regime of Fig. 3A, that is, the area with the largest F and
smallest D values, which thus give much smaller Pc/Pref values compared to the other two groups (Fig. 4C). For example, at the outmost
location (L = 4 mm), A1 only gives a Pc/Pref of around 4.6, whereas A5
has a Pc/Pref of as high as 105. This explains why oil droplets collapse
easily into the Wenzel state on the red group of samples. Moreover,
when an oil droplet collapses, its outer side collapses more easily than
the inner side because the outer side contacts microstripes with a larger
interspace, which means less Pc to prevent collapse occurrence (fig. S4).
Therefore, the collapse initiates from the outer side, and such asymmetric collapse results in the outward spreading of oil droplets.
Finally, we discuss the parameter requirements for optimizing the oil
droplet self-transportation ability of the patterns. The key is to maximize
the driving force Fd and the breakthrough pressure Pc to avoid droplet
Li et al. Sci. Adv. 2016; 2 : e1600148
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CONCLUSION
We have demonstrated directional self-transportation of oil droplets on
oleophobic surfaces composed of radially arrayed undercut stripes.
Moreover, three modes of droplet motion are observed and the
underlying mechanism is explained. The oil droplet self-transportation
capability of the surfaces can be optimized by reducing the stripe intersection angles or by increasing the stripe width. The radially arrayed
undercut microstripe patterns allow alignment of oil droplets to a central point. This property could be used for power-free and self-aligned
liquid transportation for various analytical devices because many chemical and biological samples have surface tensions much lower than that
of pure water. Alternatively, it could be used to eliminate oil or ink accumulation and contamination in fluid devices by transporting stray
droplets away from peripheral areas, for example, as an anti-clogging
solution for ink-jet printheads.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Surface fabrication
The fabrication process of the surfaces is shown in fig. S1. First, a 1-mmthick SiO2 layer was deposited on a silicon wafer (525-mm-thick p-type
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pinning or collapse events. From Eq. 3, we obtain Fd º f(D, F) = [D(1 +
cosq0) + 2h cosq0]/F. As f(D, F) decreases with F and increases with
D (fig. S5), Fd can thus be optimized by reducing F and increasing D.
From Eq. 4, it is clear that Pc also decreases with F and increases with D.
Therefore, we can conclude that the pattern design can be optimized by
simultaneously minimizing F and maximizing D. This also explains why
the green regime in Fig. 3A is located at the top left corner where both F
and D are optimized so that oil droplets can readily move inward, whereas
the red regime is at the bottom right corner where the lowest Pc is obtained and droplets tend to collapse into the Wenzel state, and the blue
regime is located in between where droplets do not move or collapse. In
practical fabrication, F is restricted by the machining precision of the
microfabrication/nanofabrication technique and cannot be infinitely reduced, and D cannot exceed the product of pattern radius and F.
On the basis of the theoretical consideration presented above,
samples A4, A5, B3, B4, and C3 (marked green in Figs. 3 and 4) were
identified as the most promising. Every sample in this group was able to
sustain the Cassie state of droplets of various surface tensions down to a
surface tension of 27 mN/m and spontaneously move them along the
radial gradient. This capability is demonstrated in fig. S6 and movie S2
for sample B3, which had the lowest driving force (Fig. 4B) and the
lowest breakthrough pressure (Fig. 4C) of the samples in the green
group. On the other hand, sample A5, which has the highest driving
force and breakthrough pressure, can drive an even broader range of
liquids. Even an ethanol droplet (99.5%, g ~22.4 mN/m) can move
spontaneously on such a pattern (fig. S7 and movie S3). We also investigated the effect of pattern parameters and liquid type on droplet speed.
For different patterns in the green group, the transport speed of a 3-ml
hexadecane droplet changes from 2.98 to 2.40 cm/s (see table S2),
which is caused by their difference in wettability gradient (Fig. 4B).
In contrast, the effect of liquid type is less pronounced, and the speed
shows a slight increase with decreased liquid surface tension,
attributed to the increased droplet contact radius (see table S3).
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〈1 0 0〉) by plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD).
The SiO2 layer was patterned by photolithography and reactive ion
etching (RIE). After photoresist removal, anisotropic etching (4 min)
and isotropic etching (6 min) of silicon were carried out via cryogenic
deep reactive ion etching [inductively coupled plasma (ICP)–RIE]. It
should be noted that around 500 nm of SiO2 was etched during the
whole ICP-RIE process. Next, atomic layer deposition was used to deposit a 50-nm-thick TiO2 film. Finally, an 80-nm-thick fluoropolymer
layer was coated in CHF3 plasma by PECVD.
Structure characterization
FIB milling and cross-sectional SEM investigation were performed in
an SEM/FIB dual-beam microscope [Helios NanoLab 600; the equipment combines an SEM and an FIB (Ga+) microscope]. Other SEM
images were taken by a Supra 40 field emission SEM (Zeiss).

Sample cleaning in case of oil contamination
Oil contamination on top of the stripes does not prevent oil droplet
self-transportation. However, in case oil contamination enters the
grooves, the sample needs to be cleaned before self-transportation.
The surface can be cleaned by first washing it with common organic solvents (for example, ethanol, isopropanol, or acetone) and then vacuumdrying it at 120°C for 12 hours.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS
Supplementary material for this article is available at http://advances.sciencemag.org/cgi/
content/full/2/6/e1600148/DC1
fig. S1. Fabrication process flow for the radial undercut patterns with TiO2 and polymer
coatings.
fig. S2. SEM images and contact angles of TiO2 and fluoropolymer-coated surfaces and merely
fluoropolymer-coated surfaces.
fig. S3. Optical images of residual liquid on sample B3 after droplet transport.
fig. S4. The outward spreading of an oil droplet of 1 ml on the A1 pattern.
fig. S5. The effect of D and F on the driving force for droplet motion.
fig. S6. Self-transportation of water-ethanol mixture droplets of different compositions on
sample B3.
fig. S7. Self-transportation of an ethanol droplet on sample A5.
table S1. Geometrical parameters of different patterns and their contact angles, wettability
gradients, and breakthrough pressure equations.
table S2. Effect of pattern parameters on droplet speed.
table S3. Effect of liquid type on droplet speed.
movie S1. Demonstration of three modes of oil droplet motion on various sample surfaces.
movie S2. Self-transportation of ethanol-water mixture droplets with different compositions
on sample B3.
movie S3. Self-transportation of an ethanol droplet on sample A5.
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